
 
“To argue with a person who has 

 renounced the use of reason is like 
 administering medicine to the dead.” 

 
~ Thomas Paine ~ 

 

Canada 
Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was 
sending lethal viruses to China 

Scientists from Canada’s National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) have also 
said the highly lethal bug is a potential bio-weapon. But this March that 
same lab shipped samples of the henipavirus family and of Ebola to China, 
which has long been suspected of running a secretive biological 
warfare (BW) program. China strongly denies it makes germ weapons, and 
Canadian officials say the shipment was part of its efforts to support public-
health research worldwide. Sharing of such samples internationally is 
relatively standard practice. 
 
https://nationalpost.com/health/bio-warfare-experts-question-why-canada-
was-sending-lethal-viruses-to-china 
 

https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2019/7/23/defense-officials-see-increased-threat-from-chinese-russian-chembio-weapon
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2019/7/23/defense-officials-see-increased-threat-from-chinese-russian-chembio-weapon
https://nationalpost.com/health/bio-warfare-experts-question-why-canada-was-sending-lethal-viruses-to-china
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Canada: Two Muslims indicted in US for trafficking 
materials to support Pakistan’s nuclear program 

 “Kevin J Johnson, from Mississauga, was found guilty of unacceptable 
behaviour to wit, offering money to students to report on Muslim activity in 
classes in government schools. He was also removed from You Tube. Now 
while I am not the greatest Kevin J Johnson fan, I respect his right to do 
what he does and say what he says unless he is inciting violence. Just 
maybe Mississauga is the pit he claimed it was becoming. Besides that, 
Tarek Fatah has been saying for years that the Pakistanis, in general, were 
up to no good in Canada. Did the Canadian government listen? NO” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/01/canada-two-muslims-indicted-in-us-
for-trafficking-materials-to-support-pakistans-nuclear-program 

CBC gives Muslim carte blanche coverage in 
upcoming discrimination lawsuit against CSIS 

There is significance in the identities of both the complainant (Muslim) and 
the accused (CSIS, which is tasked with national security, including 
bringing jihadists to justice). We routinely see a kind of eagerness to cover 
any stories that can be spun as instances of the victimization of Muslims. 
Whether Sameer Abadi’s complaint is true or not, the CBC decided to try 
CSIS in the court of public opinion; it allowed this complainant remarkable 
press coverage, in which Abadi defames his employer prior to the 
presentation of hard evidence in court.  

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/01/cbc-gives-muslim-carte-blanche-

coverage-in-upcoming-discrimination-lawsuit-against-csis 

York University reinstates Jewish student club 
 
YorkU reinstates Herut Canada Jewish student group after Lauren Isaacs 
fought back. A great victory for free speech. 

https://premium.rebelnews.com/videos/the-gunn-show-jan-22-2020-yorku-

reinstates-jewish-student-club 
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Fighting Anti-Semitism on Canadian Campuses 

with Jamie Glazov 

This new edition of The Glazov Gang features Lauren Isaacs, Toronto 
Director for Herut Canada. Lauren discusses Fighting Anti-Semitism on 
Canadian Campuses, focusing on an especially horrendous case at York 
University in Toronto.  
 
https://jamieglazov.com/2020/01/22/glazov-gang-fighting-anti-semitism-

on-canadian-campuses/ 

Investigating the fake First Nation running the 
illegal Coastal GasLink blockade 
   
Keean Bexte of Rebel News reports: Foreign funded eco-terrorists are 
blockading one of Canada's last economic lifelines. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtCezqpx2ZA&feature=youtu.be 

Please note: ACT! For Canada – Team 
Communications 

Please note that we are moving our team communications back to the 
SLACK platform since internet censorship and spying at our Facebook 
Group is becoming unbearable. With the SLACK platform, we bring our 
teams together, make sense of our work, and drive our organization 
forward without the violation of our personal rights and freedoms. 

We encourage all members and supporters to join in the conversation and 
action at the SLACK Group. If you are not registered there as yet please go 
to the following web page and request an invitation to join our SLACK 
Group: 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/team-communications/ 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lauren.isaacs.77
https://www.facebook.com/herutcanada/?eid=ARAyObRgnarwDY94dySfV_ps6-qgOT5HkZG89Yu1zLhfrFnt7KACMVA737rce75eDe63yCguhTTK3rTv&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_work&timeline_context_item_source=895080200&fref=tag
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Important Upcoming 
Conference 

 
ALL-DAY NATIONAL TEACH-IN 

 

“Building Respect for the Rule 
Of Law in a Diverse Canada” 

Sunday April 19, 2020 
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

All information here: http://cftrl.org/conference.html 

 

C3RF Update – 24 January 2020 
 
C3RF Update - 24 Jan, 2020 follows the last three such updates with a call 
to action. This after justifying the waste of time and diminishment of 

http://cftrl.org/conference.html


individual rights and freedoms that Senate Bill S-202 (Conversion Therapy) 
represents. After all, the Bill, if passed, will put one set of folks in jail while 
coddle and affirm another when both do the same thing. The difference? 
The former set is punished for aiding others escape unwanted same-sex 
attractions with harmless "talk" therapies. The latter is rewarded for 
pumping children with irreversible hormone therapies and surgically 
mutilating them. Individual and parent's rights be damned. If you feel 
enough is enough and it's time to put a stop to such politically and 
judicially sanctioned nonsense, consider joining the letter-writing campaign 
in this week's update. 
 
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/01/23/C3RF-Member-
Update---24-Jan-2020 
 

Freedom of Speech 
In Defense of Michelle Malkin’s Right to Free 
Speech 

Conservative commentator and author Michelle Malkin’s right to free 
speech has been under consistent vicious attack -- most recently at the 
publicly funded University of Maine. The College Republicans student group 
at the university, which had invited Ms. Malkin to speak, was forced to 
scurry around at the last minute to find a suitable forum outside the 
university campus for her talk. Ms. Malkin was finally able to speak last 
Friday night to a standing-room-only crowd at Sabattus Town Hall. “It’s 
flabbergasting,” Ms. Malkin said, “that it took four different venues to find a 
place for peace-loving patriots to gather.” 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/public-universitys-assault-
first-amendment-joseph-klein 

Laurence Fox and the woke McCarthyists 

The ongoing fallout from Laurence Fox’s appearance on Question Time last 
Thursday is nothing short of staggering. It confirms, in a chilling way, how 
intolerant the cultural elites have become and how viciously they will 
pounce on anyone who deviates from their political and moral script. 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/01/23/C3RF-Member-Update---24-Jan-2020
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/01/23/C3RF-Member-Update---24-Jan-2020
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/public-universitys-assault-first-amendment-joseph-klein
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/public-universitys-assault-first-amendment-joseph-klein


Actors, singers, artists and the rest of us, too, have been put on notice: 
‘Disagree with us, the righteous woke people, and you will be destroyed.’ 
 
Fox’s worst speech crime was to challenge the tendency for reading racism 
into everything. He said racism is a very serious issue and we should 
always call it out when we see or hear it. But, he countenanced, we 
shouldn’t brand people ‘racist’ simply because we disagree with them. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/20/laurence-fox-and-the-woke-
mccarthyists/ 

The Cowardly Complicity of the Henry Jackson –
Society – Pamela Geller and Robert Spencer   

This is not some fiction out of Atlas Shrugged or 1984. It’s worse. It’s real.  
U.K. think tank recommends silencing foes of Jihad Terror. Protecting the 
freedom of speech while destroying it. One would think the British would 
have learned their lesson from the free hand given to the Muslim rape 
gangs, and not dare to silence any more voices that are speaking 
unpopular and unwelcome truths. But from the looks of the HJS report, no 
such luck. 

https://gellerreport.com/2020/01/the-online-harms-white-paper-harm-
classification-system-and-the-cowardly-complicity-of-henry-jackson-
society.html/ 

Interfaith 
The failure of interfaith to stop antisemitism 
 
The Muslims scream from their pulpits: kill the Jews, from Muhammad ‘s 
mouth. “It is narrated in the hadith that the Prophet (blessings and peace 
of Allah be upon him) said: “The Hour will not begin until you fight the 
Jews, until a Jew will hide behind a rock or a tree, and the rock or tree will 
say: ‘O Muslim, O slave of Allah, here is a Jew behind me; come and kill 
him – except the gharqad (a kind of thorny tree).” 
 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/20/laurence-fox-and-the-woke-mccarthyists/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/20/laurence-fox-and-the-woke-mccarthyists/
https://gellerreport.com/2020/01/the-online-harms-white-paper-harm-classification-system-and-the-cowardly-complicity-of-henry-jackson-society.html/
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https://gellerreport.com/2020/01/the-online-harms-white-paper-harm-classification-system-and-the-cowardly-complicity-of-henry-jackson-society.html/
https://islamqa.info/en/answers/223275/in-the-battle-between-the-jews-and-the-muslims-at-the-end-of-time-the-aggressors-will-be-the-jews


Sound familiar? It should and it isn’t a secret. It’s loud and proud. Calls for 
the eradication of Israel. What do you think “Palestine will be free from the 
river to the sea” means? Or the purpose of the BDS movement, supported 
by the very same Churches who asked forgiveness for their participation in 
the mass murder of Jews. 

 
https://dianebederman.com/the-failure-of-interfaith-to-stop-antisemitism/ 
 

Political Correctness 
We have to talk about these Pakistani gangs 
 

“This week feminists shed more tears over a few rude headlines about 
Meghan Markle than they did over the sexual abuse of 57 working-class 
girls by Pakistani gangs in Manchester.” We have seen the true toll of 
political correctness. PC isn’t just irritating or stupid. It isn’t just woke 
students banning sombreros or schools getting iffy about ‘Baa Baa Black 
Sheep’. PC destroys lives. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/15/we-have-to-talk-about-these-
pakistani-gangs/ 

LGBTQ 
Transgenderism in the cage 
 
Transgenderism is like the global warming hoax. Both have a hidden 
agenda. The objective of global warming is to transfer ever more power to 
the centralized state which is run not by 'we the people,' but the elite. 
Transgenderism is an effort to undermine the norms of society, to confuse 
people, thus making the population easier for the mucky-mucks to control.  

 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/transgenderism_in_the_c
age.html 

 

https://dianebederman.com/the-failure-of-interfaith-to-stop-antisemitism/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/15/we-have-to-talk-about-these-pakistani-gangs/
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The Left 
Is Mass Civil Disobedience Our Future? 

Violent crime was greater in America in the early 1990s. Urban riots were 
far more common in the 1960s. And there is nothing today comparable to 
the bloodletting of the 1861-65 War Between the States. Still, Americans 
seem to disagree with each other more and to dislike each other more than 
they have in the lifetime of most of us.  One wonders: How does it all stay 
together? And for how long? 

https://www.takimag.com/article/is-mass-civil-disobedience-our-future/ 
 

Around the World 

China 
 

China’s Colonial Transformation of Africa 
 
It is clear that China is now the new great colonial power; albeit mostly via 
economic colonialism, rather than necessarily some late Victorian model. 
Whether it is its virtual vulture capitalist snatching up of numerous 
European corporations during the crisis of the Great Recession, or the more 
subtle method of gaining ground via real estate or business investments in 
countries like Australia, Canada, and, to perhaps a lesser extent, the 
USA, or its growing influence over Hollywood’s movie industry, China has 
moved into a position of increased dominance throughout the world. 
 

 https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/chinas_colonial_transf
ormation_of_africa.html#ixzz6BmOI25qO 
 

France 

France: Smoke Grass, Kill a Jew, Skip the Trial, Go 
Free 

 

https://www.takimag.com/article/is-mass-civil-disobedience-our-future/
https://www.takimag.com/article/is-mass-civil-disobedience-our-future/
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/chinas_colonial_transformation_of_africa.html#ixzz6BmOI25qO
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A French court recently ruled that Kobili Traoré would not stand trial for 
torturing and murdering Sarah Halimi, a 66-year-old Jewish woman, saying 
that Traoré had a "temporary abolition of discernment" from smoking 
marijuana. Francis Kalifat, president of the Representative Council of 
French Jewish Institutions, remarked that "an anti-Semitic murder could 
become the only murder excused by the courts on the basis of the use of 
drugs, while in all other cases, drugs are an aggravating factor." 
 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15448/france-jews-murder 

Iran 

Interesting things are happening in Iran following 
Soleimani’s death 
 
When Trump carefully waited seven months for the right moment to strike 
against Soleimani, he may have knocked down the first domino, triggering 
a cascade of falling pieces that spells the end of the Mad Mullahs’ 
tyrannical and dangerously expansionist regime. 

“It is important that the Trump administration stay strong and not show 
Iran any weakness and respond to any aggression with overwhelming 
strength,” said Rhode, while noting that crippling international sanctions 
administered by the U.S. are taking a severe toll on the country as well as 
the stability of the Islamic regime. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/interesting_things_are_ha
ppening_in_iran_following_soleimanis_death.html 
 

Israel 

The world turned its back on us: Full text of 
Netanyahu’s Holocaust Forum speech 

Seventy-five years ago, our people – the Jewish People – emerged from 
the largest killing field in the history of humanity. The survivors do not 
forget anything: The helplessness, the endless suffering, the flames and 
the smoke, the bereavement and the loss. But they also remember, with 
deep gratitude, the day of liberation, the entry of the Red Army into 
Auschwitz, the immense sacrifice of the allies, soldiers and peoples alike. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15448/france-jews-murder
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/interesting_things_are_happening_in_iran_following_soleimanis_death.html
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/the-world-turned-it-back-on-us-full-text-of-
netanyahus-holocaust-forum-speech  
 

Sweden 

Sweden and its Welfare State in Crisis 

Will asylum immigration to Sweden from Muslim countries continue? Will 
Swedish authorities continue to support Islamic culture with tax funds? Will 
the immigrants adopt Swedish culture, or will the failed integration 
approach continue and the Swedes increasingly adopt the Islamic culture? 
Integrating migrants into Swedish society has been a failure, a situation 
that both experts and politicians agree on.  

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15414/sweden-welfare-crisis 

Whitewashing the Swedish Nightmare 

Just in the last couple of weeks, the chief of the National Police, Anders 
Thonberg, has put in an urgent request for backup from the military, and 
Ulf Kristersson, head of the Moderate Party, has charged the government 
with losing “control of what is happening in Sweden.” A few weeks ago, 
after a gang of armed thugs raided a Christmas party at a private home in 
the city of Västerås, robbing and brutalizing twenty or so guests, a 
neighbor commented: “It’s the Wild West here in Sweden.”  

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/whitewashing-swedish-
nightmare-bruce-bawer 

Turkey 

Erdoğan's 'Make-Turkey-More-Islamic' Campaign 
Is a Failure 

Half the population of Turkey is under the age of 32 -- a young population. 
Many of these young Turks are, it seems, pushing back against Erdoğan's 
state-imposed Islamization. The more Erdoğan uses the state's police 
power to indoctrinate young Turks in favor of devout political Islam, the 
more they tend to put a distance between themselves and Erdoğan's 
"devout generations" campaign. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/the-world-turned-it-back-on-us-full-text-of-netanyahus-holocaust-forum-speech
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https://www.meforum.org/60310/erdogans-make-turkey-more-islamic-
campaign 

United Kingdom  

Britain Commits Suicide to Avoid Being 
Called Racist 

The lives of tens of thousands of British girls are ruined today because of 
fascist “anti-hate” crusaders Nick Lowles and Matthew Collins of Hope Not 
Hate, Fiyaz Mughal of Faith Matters and Tell Mama, and their friends, 
supporters, and allies. Yet it is Tommy Robinson who went to prison. If 
Britain were even close to being a sane society today, Lowles, Mughal, and 
company, not Tommy Robinson, would have been subjected to scorching 
criticism, and there would be a thorough public re-evaluation of how much 
the Left’s alliance with Islamic supremacism and smear campaign against 
foes of jihad terror has harmed the nation and its people. 

Britain has become a shabby little police state in which it is illegal to 
criticize Islam and mass Muslim migration. Its death as a free society is by 
its own hand. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/britain-commits-suicide-
avoid-being-racist-robert-spencer 

British PM Boris Approves Plans to Pursue Rapid 
Trade Deal with U.S. 

Mr. Johnson has approved ministers’ plans to go “hell for leather” for a 
rapid U.S. free trade agreement, according to sources speaking to The 
Times. There are reportedly 70 civil servants in Whitehall prepared to work 
on an American trade deal, while there are smaller teams of 20 to 40 
working on trade deals with Australia, New Zealand, and Japan. Boom! 
There it is. Plans to go “hell for leather.” Now the EU won’t be able to 
blackmail Great Britain. Thanks to President Trump, a man of his word. 

https://gellerreport.com/2020/01/boris-approves-plans-to-pursue-rapid-
trade-deal-with-u-s.html/ 
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PM Boris Johnson has made good on his promise to 
the British people 
 
Three years ago, the British people passed a referendum stating that they 
wanted their government to withdraw from the European Union. The 
British people were tired of having a European bureaucracy micromanage 
their lives, control their immigration policies, and generally erase their 
sovereignty. 
 
 https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/pm_boris_johnson_has_
made_good_on_his_promise_to_the_british_people.html#ixzz6BxL0XoJN 

Three years ago, the British people passed a referendum stating that they 

How Tommy Robinson's acceptance of the Sappho 
Award is being reported. 
 
When the award was won by respected philosopher Roger Scruton, the 
BBC were happy to cover it but there seems to be a mandate, as shown in 
his speech, that Robinson must be lied about and silenced at all costs. 

https://www.newenglishreview.org/blog_direct_link.cfm 
 

Cops: Muslim Sex Grooming Gangs “Didn’t 
Understand That It Was Wrong" 

Call it a tale of two girls. And a tale of two Englands. One is an actress who 
grew up to marry a prince, lavished with luxuries, amassing a fortune, 
before her tantrums and antics drove her to depart her newfound royal 
family for a Canadian billionaire’s manor. The other was put into foster care 
when she was only 8, by the age of 13 she was being raped by a Muslim 
sex grooming gang, and by 15, Victoria Agoglia was already dead of a 
heroin overdose injected by the 50-year-old Muslim pedophile who had 
been abusing her. Today, she would have been a woman. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/cops-muslim-sex-grooming-

gangs-didnt-understand-it-daniel-greenfield 
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Spoken by ANTIFA: 
Bubble 1: “Here comes the violent psychopath, Tommy Robinson”   
Bubble 2:  “Yeah! He looks like a real fascist pig!” 
 

United States 

The Left Embraces Terrorists 
 
Americans of goodwill have difficulty understanding the truly insidious 
nature of the left. As Americans are distanced by time and leftist 
indoctrination to the true horrors of the gulags and their apologists, the 
bad guys are slowly but steadily tightening their chokehold on the 
disintegrating traditions and institutions of America. 

 
http://noisyroom.net/blog/2020/01/18/the-left-embraces-terrorists 
 
Did Nick Sandmann open the door? 

About a year ago, Nick Sandmann was a young man on a trip to the 
nation's capital — and then we know the rest of the story.  He was trashed 
in the media and turned into some devil harassing a Native American 

http://noisyroom.net/blog/2020/01/18/the-left-embraces-terrorists/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Noisyroomnet+%28NoisyRoom.net%29


bystander.  To be short, a lot of crazy things were said about this young 
man.  As the father of three young men, I was furious. 

 https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/did_nick_sandmann_ope
n_the_door.html#ixzz6BmQDZrjF 
 

Architect of C.I.A. Interrogation Program Testifies 
at Guantánamo Bay 

Appearing for the first time at the military war court, James Mitchell was 
defiant, saying he was there for the benefit of the victims of the 9/11 
attacks and their families. 

 “I thought my moral duty,” he said, choking up, “to protect American lives 
outweighed the feelings of discomfort of terrorists who voluntarily took up 
arms against us. To me it just seemed like it would be dereliction of my 
moral responsibilities. I’d get up today and do it again,” he said. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/21/us/politics/guantanamo-bay-
interrogation.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share 

Other Articles 
'I’m Saddened by the White Man’s Emasculation' 

The problems of postcolonial Africa can neither be blamed on the historical 
myth of its colonial enslavement, nor on the present-day myth of Europe’s 
racism, xenophobia or white supremacism. They should rather be 
attributed to its local elites who continue to betray the masses through 
their lawlessness, corruption, nepotism, lack of economic rationality, 
widespread mismanagement and more. Since 1960, he says, bloodthirsty 
African dictators who looted their countries have done much more harm to 
their people than the European colonial masters. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/im-saddened-white-mans-
emasculation-raymond-ibrahim 

Government in the Shadows by Victor Davis 
Hanson 
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Goodbye to the peaceful transfer of power. The frenetic opposition to 
Donald Trump by the Washington establishment, the new progressive, 
hard-left Democratic party, and in particular the veterans of the Obama 
administration has led to the ruination of a number of hallowed protocols 
and customs. 

https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/01/anti-trumpers-conduct-shadow-
government/ 

Greta Hectors Davos: Why Are Elitists Thrilled To 
Be Lectured By A Child Who Knows Nothing?  

Though only 17, Greta is an accomplished nag, a word we don’t use lightly, 
but it fits because she is perpetually badgering and complaining. “2019 was 
probably the year in which children were least likely to die, adults were 
least likely to be illiterate and people were least likely to suffer excruciating 
and disfiguring diseases,” Kristof writes. “Every single day in recent years, 
another 325,000 people got their first access to electricity. Each day, more 
than 200,000 got piped water for the first time. And some 650,000 went 
online for the first time, every single day.” 

https://issuesinsights.com/2020/01/22/why-is-greta-thunberg-allowed-to-
address-influential-institutions-when-shes-so-wrong/ 
 

YouTubes 
Christine Douglass-Williams discusses Immigration 
lies on “Make America Think Again” series 

My topic was about immigration lies. In it, I address the web of lies spun 
by the far Left and Islamic supremacists in their erosion of democratic rule 
of law. This Leftist-Islamic alliance has been referred to repeatedly on 
Jihad Watch. We witness their damaging push for open-door immigration, 
advancing deceptions of identity politics (a soft bigotry of low 
expectations), and the “Islamophobia subterfuge.” I also introduce the 
deadly and increasing partnership between organized crime and the jihad. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/01/video-christine-douglass-williams-
discusses-immigration-lies-on-make-america-think-again-series 
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Sacred Deception — Taqiyya with Dr. Bill Warner 

I’d like to talk to you about what I find a fascinating topic that is the topic 
of Islamic ethics, but in particular, a part of Islamic ethics which is called 
sacred deception or Taqiyya. 

https://www.politicalislam.com/sacred-deception-taqiyya 

The Left’s Suleimani Love Affair with Jamie Glazov 

In this new Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie discusses The Left’s Suleimani 
Love Affair, unveiling why progressives dance with tyranny and terror. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/video-lefts-suleimani-love-
affair-frontpagemagcom 

Tommy Robinson schooling a Danish journalist 
 
Islam critic? Will you call me far-right? Explain to me how I am far-right. 
You are very critical of Islam. I bet that journalist wished he didn't get out 
of bed this morning. Why do you give Islam protected status? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxJAe2j0cEw&feature=youtu.be 

President Donald J. Trump speaks at the March for 
Life in Washington – Salim Mansur 

I watched President Trump speak with tears in my eyes, having lost my 
dearest son a few months ago in a car crash. This was not only personal 
for me and my family, this was a sign from heaven above that this man 
whom so many have called a reprobate, a renegade, a man unfit to lead 
the United States as the President and Commander-in-Chief, is truly 
providential and chosen by Our God, the Heavenly Father, to be for all of 
us an example of courage and of faith when the Dark Forces all around us 
appear to be jubilant in their ability to trample upon and ruin all that we 
hold dear and sacred in our lives. 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/here-is-president-donald-j-trump-speaking-
at-the-march-for-life-in-washington/  
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Remembering 

 
Remembering Roger Scruton, Defender of Reason 
in a World of Postmodern Jackals by Barbara Kay 
 
I received the news that Sir Roger Scruton had died with a pang in my 
heart. I did not know him personally, although our paths crossed once. And 
I am not the sort of fan who says things like “I felt like I knew him,” for I 
am not a sentimentalist. But he was a thinker and writer I admired 
extravagantly, and he was a beacon of reason in an age that is dominated 
by irrationality. It does seem to me that a bright star in my personal 
firmament has been extinguished. 

https://quillette.com/2020/01/14/remembering-roger-scruton-defender-of-
reason-in-a-world-of-postmodern-jackals/ 
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Act! For Canada 

 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 

 

Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle 

of ideas would not be possible. Remember:  Freedom is never 

free. Please make a donation. 
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